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Abstract

The ”location-aware” construction of overlay networks
requires the identification of nodes that are efficient with
respect to network delay and available bandwidth. In this
short paper, we proposeHighways to create clusters of
nodes using a novel ”location-aware” method, based on a
scalable and distributed network coordinate system. This
helps to build overlay routing tables to achieve better prox-
imity accuracy, thus, providing a mechanism to boost per-
formance in application overlay routing.

1. Introduction
Peer-to-peer (P2P) overlay networks such as Pas-

try, Tapestry, Chord and CAN [2] are scalable, decen-
tralized, and self-organizing. The basic functionality
of that these Structured P2P systems provide is a Dis-
tributed Hash Table (DHT). P2P nodes have routing ta-
bles comprised of neighbors chosen based on other criteria
in addition to identifiers; most notably, network proxim-
ity metrics (i.e. latency) have been used to select neighbors.
Given a set of neighbors and a destination, the routing algo-
rithm determines the next hops based on proximity. Despite
the elegance from a theoretical perspective, these sys-
tems have some practical limitations. Firstly, they rely on
application-level routing that largely ignores the character-
istics of the underlying network topology resulting in sig-
nificant routing penalty. Second, number of hops have
been used as a mechanism to measure path length (dis-
tance). We observed that a few hops do not directly trans-
late to low network latency (and vice-versa). This can
lead to routing paths with significant latency and unneces-
sary waste of bandwidth. Suppose a message needs to be
routed from node A (in Berkeley) to node B (in Boston)
in the Chord ring, and two paths can be chosen. One has
length of 5 hops and the other has length of 3 hops. The op-
timal choice is to select the path with lower cost (short-
est path), in terms of number of hops, thus, the 3 hops path

is selected. However, it turns out that due to the random dis-
tribution of nodes in the ID space, this path may have in-
termediate routes in Europe; whereas the path with 5
hops may have direct routes in North America. There-
fore, a message has to traverse a transatlantic link (average
minimum round trip latency of 60ms). This example il-
lustrates a significant high network delay penalty but low
hop count cost. Pastry and Tapestry routing tables are con-
structed with downstream links pointing to nodes close
by, but choices of nearby nodes are limited to a small set
of nodes available at a given moment. CAN uses a land-
mark ordering and binning scheme to cluster nodes that are
close in the underlying network during the CAN construc-
tion. This approach may cause significant imbalance in the
nodes distribution that can lead to hotspots. Chord uses fin-
ger table to perform measurements and select the next hop
heuristically. Similarly, the choices are restricted to en-
tries in the finger table.

2. Highways Network Architecture
The approach we propose is generic and applicable to

a number of P2P overlay networks. Our goal is to reduce
P2P system maintenance cost, and to provide avenues to ad-
just the system to suit the application needs and the under-
lying network conditions. For instance, P2P nodes main-
tain their neighbor list withk entries based on proximity,
requires network measurements for each entry and entries
in their neighbors’ neighbor list. This generates substantial
volume of maintenance overheads. To overcome this prob-
lem, network coordinate system [1, 3] can be devised to as-
sign each node with synthetic coordinates using a network
distance metric space (e.g. latency). These coordinates can
be computed and updated by measuring the distance to a
small selective set ofBeacons(Landmarks or Lighthouses).
Instead of performing a series of greedy walks in the overlay
towards the closest node by computing rough coordinates
from a set of random nodes, our contribution is to construct
distributed network coordinates by a clustering scheme of
Beaconsand nodes. We argue that this approach achieves
better proximity accuracy and reduce overheads through the



identification of the cluster areas that are close usingBea-
con’scoordinates, thus, giving a choice of close by nodes in
these cluster areas. Entries in a node’s routing table are up-
dated to a set of chosen nodes, among all live P2P overlay
nodes in close by cluster areas using theirBeaconsas point-
ers. TheseHighwaysmetrics are accessible throughcross-
layer abstractions and interactions. TheBeaconsserve two
purposes: (1) to act as clusters landmarks and resolve the
routing destinations and (2) to propagate routing informa-
tion when nodes join or leave the network. Hence,High-
wayskey concepts: (1) ConstructBeaconsand nodes clus-
ters and topologies, (2) Implement flexibility, such as load
balancing mechanism and distributed network coordinate
system, (3) Archive relevant system information, that are
easy to update and retrieve, for building of overlay rout-
ing table efficiently, (4) Adjust dynamically with (2) and
(3), according to network conditions and application behav-
ior. In Highways, a cluster defines an embedding space (i.e.
coordinate system) that can be easily (linearly) mapped to
another embedding space derived from a different cluster.
We define a metric space: A pair (X,D) where X is a set
of points and D:XxX→[0,∞) is a distance function satis-
fying the following conditions for all x,y∈X: (1) D(x,y)=0
iff x=y; (2) D(x,y)=D(y,x) (Symmetry); (3) D(x,y) + D(y,z)
= D(x,z) (Triangle Inequality). Isometry is defined as a
mapping f :X→ X

′
, where (X,D) and (X

′
,D

′
) are met-

ric spaces, withD
′
(f(x),f(y)) = D(x,y) for all x,y∈X. To

achieve the desired performance, we propose an integrated
metric classification functionxmetric(si) that combines the
network latency and available bandwidth. This metric func-
tion can be defined as:xmetric(si) = f(wd.di ∗ wbw.bwi),
with di is the measured minimum or median network la-
tency from nodei to Beacons, bwi is the measured max-
imum available bandwidth for nodei, wd and wbw are
the respective weights, where∗ denotes combined relation-
ship (e.g. to have an optimized criteria of minimum net-
work latency and maximum available bandwidth, we will
havedi/bwi, which will give the smallest value for mini-
mum network latency and maximum available bandwidth).
Thus, nodei ∈ {1, ..., m}, has an-dimensional distance
vector D

′
i = [xmetric(si1), ..., xmetric(sin)]T . The over-

all coordinate system is represented bym x n distance ma-
trix whereA is symmetric with zero diagonal entries. Di-
mensionality reduction tok is done using Singular Value
Decomposition (SVD) or QR factorization. For a geomet-
ric space of dimensionalityk, this should haveat least
k + 1 Beacons. SVD factorsk x k matrix A into the prod-
uct of three matrices U, W andV T . By using the firstk
columns of U denoted byUk, we project then-dimensional
space into a newk-dimensional space: wherexi = UT

k .D
′
i

is the new coordinates of nodei after dimensionality re-
duction. To minimize the discrepancy between the distance
represented in the coordinates system and the measured

distance betweenn Beacons, we defined and used a scal-

ing factor [1]:αk =
∑n

i

∑n

j
xmetric(sij).Lij∑n

i

∑n

j
L2

ij

whereLij =

l2(UT
k .D

′
i, U

T
k .D

′
j), l2 is Euclidean norm. We conducted

experiments to analyze the estimation accuracy of cluster-
ing nodes andBeacons. We used minimum RTT and max-
imum available bandwidth data between all pairs of Plan-
etLab1 sites. These data were aggregated over a 7-day pe-
riod from March 22-28, 2004, and there were 325 nodes
distributed in 139 sites. Experimental parameters include:
m={139,60,30} nodes, these nodesRTT <{320,60} ms,
sets ofBeacons(n={139,60,40,30,15}), based on various
proximity RTT bins (Proximity <{320,200,100,40,30})
between nodes andBeaconsfor each cluster, andk=10 (di-
mensionality reduction). We defined the relative estimation
errorε is defined as

∑
i,j∈1,...,m

|xmetric(sij)−l2(xi,xj)|
xmetric(sij)

. Pre-
liminary results are shown in Figure 1, illustrating the CDF
of the relative estimation error. This results suggest that
Highwaysclustering ofBeaconsand nodes withclose prox-
imity bins, give improved accuracy for efficient P2P net-
work routing. Available bandwidth metric results show sim-
ilar trends. Further experiments to evaluate the proposed in-
tegrated metric classification are required and carried out.
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Figure 1. Proximity Clustering Accuracy for High-
ways .
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1 PlanetLab is an open, globally distributed platform for developing, de-
ploying and accessing planetary-scale network services. Latency and
bandwidth data used are available in http://www.planet-lab.org


